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Glaciers and rock glaciers act as climate change indicators and have a crucial role in freshwater

supply. Therefore, mapping these landforms has great importance. Rock glaciers however are

difficult to map due to their similarity of the surrounding terrain. In my thesis, I present an

automatic landform mapping method using remote sensing and machine learning.

Study Area

The study area is the La Laguna catchment

in the semi-arid Andes of Chile. It is situated

at the headwaters of the catchment of the

Elqui River (an important freshwater source

for the region) with glaciers and rock glaciers

contributing 4 to 13% of the annual

streamflow (Robson et al., 2020).

Data pre-processing

For the project, a 2020 Pleaides satellite tri-

stereo (0.5 m), a 2020 SPOT tri-stereo (1.5

m) and a 2010 GeoEye stereo image (0.5 m)

are used. The products were atmospherically

corrected and pansharpened. Digital

elevation models (DEM), slope and

curvature information was extracted and

orthomosaics were generated for each

product.

Classification

Deep-learning has become a hot-topic in

remote sensing recently as it can be used

where normal classification methods are not

sufficient (Li et al., 2018). Convolutional

neural networks (CNN) are the most widely

used deep leaning models which are well-

suited for multispectral satellite imagery (Ma

et al., 2019). They simulate the human

neural network to recognize objects.

For the classification, I used four spectral

bands, the DEM, slope and plan and profile

curvature layers to train the CNN. The

ground-truth data is a manually drawn rock

glacier inventory. The current model uses 3

hidden layers with kernel sizes of 3, 11 and 1

px.

Results
Because of the long processing time, the CNN was tested on two

subsets of the area that contain some prominent rock glaciers.

After the heatmaps were generated, probability values over 0.5

were extracted, generalized and the CNN outlines were created.

As the graphics show, the CNN successfully detected the

presence of every rock glacier of the subsets, although the

landform shapes are not perfectly aligned, and many false

positives are present. In most cases, the rock glaciers were given

an average probability value between 50 and 70%. The majority

of the target zones’ areas were also successfully recognized

giving an average overlap of nearly 70% between the rock glacier

outlines and the results the CNN gave. Object-based image

analysis (OBIA) is planned to use to erase the false positives and

refine the outlines using topography and geomorphometry.

Moving forward
1. Find the best model and apply OBIA refinement

2. Applying the method on other satellite data and assess its

effectiveness
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